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Department Mission:
AECT prepares people with the technical expertise in agricultural science and technology-related
disciplines with the human science skills necessary to provide transformational leadership in the
agricultural industry and within their local communities. Specifically, we prepare educators for both
formal and non-formal teaching roles in agriculture, communications specialists for diverse agriculturally
related disciplines, agricultural technology managers, and rural community leaders.
Program Goals:
To be the premier agricultural education, communication, and technology (AECT) program in Arkansas,
and among the top non-doctoral degree producing programs in the US, to provide concentrations and
specializations that are responsive to the needs of both students and industry stakeholders, and to
prepare students for success in the global marketplace.
Key Expected Outcomes for Students, 2018-19:
Assessment efforts in 2018-19 focused on student competencies related to (1) problem solving and
critical thinking in the AGED 4343, Communication Campaigns in Agriculture course as well as (2) making
quality presentations in writing in the AGED 4003, Issues in Agriculture course.
Student Learning Outcome 1. Students should be able to define a problem, examine alternative
solutions, and select the best solution for solving the problem.
Assessment Measure 1
Work directly with a business client to brand rebrand a product or service through an integrated
marketing communications campaign.
Acceptable and Ideal Targets
• Acceptable: 70% of students will successfully identify a problem, examine alternate solutions,
and select the best solution toward solving the problem (score 70% on the project scoring
rubric—Appendix A).
• Ideal: 100% of students will successfully identify a problem, examine alternate solutions, and
select the best solution toward solving the problem (score 70% on the project scoring rubric).
Key Personnel
• Jill Rucker, associate professor

Summary of Findings
One hundred percent of the student groups in AGED 4343, Communication campaigns in agriculture
scored higher than 70% on the practical critical thinking project, with an average score across five
groups of 4-5 students. The average score on the campaign plan book assignment (the analysis and
problem solving portion of the campaign portfolio assignment) was 91%. This meets the ideal goal
set forth in the evaluation plan.
Recommendations (not required for indirect measures)
Faculty teaching the AGED 4343 course should continue efforts to provide this type of problem
solving and critical thinking capstone activity. One category where students typically scored lower
was the plan for evaluating the campaign. This may indicate a need to add deeper discussions of
communications evaluation in coursework that is prerequisite for this class.
Student Learning Outcome 2. Students will make clear, concise, and convincing presentations both (a)
orally and (b) in writing.
Assessment Measure
Create and deliver clear written and oral presentations.
Acceptable and Ideal Targets
• Acceptable: 70% of students will successfully deliver clear written and oral presentations (score
70% on the project scoring rubric).
• Ideal: 100% of students will successfully deliver clear written and oral presentations (score 70%
on the project scoring rubric).
Summary of Findings
Among the 39 students in the AGED 4003, Issues in Agriculture course, 92% scored 70% or higher on
their analysis presentation project (see the assignment rubric in Appendix B). This result is below
the ideal goal but above the acceptable goal.
Key Personnel
• Donna Graham, professor
Recommendations (not required for indirect measures)
Faculty teaching the AGED 4003 course should continue using and improving course content and
assignments that lead to improved communication skills in the context of analyzing agricultural
issues.
Action Plans
Action for Outcome 1: As the AGED 4343 course continues to evolve as a capstone experiential
learning effort, faculty teaching the course will continue to offer opportunities for students to
exercise their critical thinking skills. The faculty member teaching AGED 3143 (Jeff Miller) will
incorporate a deeper discussion of communications evaluation into the curriculum for that course,
which is an important preparatory course for the capstone.

Action for Outcome 2: Faculty teaching the AGED 4003 course will continue to emphasize writing
and speaking skills in association with class assignments that require students to explain their
analysis of agricultural issues.
Supporting Attachments
• Appendix A: Rubric for evaluation of AGED 4343 agricultural campaign project portfolios.
• Appendix B: Rubric for evaluation of AGED 4003 student presentations analyzing agricultural
issues.

Appendix A
AGED 4343
Campaign Portfolio Plans Book Rubric

Appendix B
AGED 4003 Paper/Presentation Rubric

